Background {#Sec1}
==========

Knowledge about the function of proteins is crucial for a wide array of biomedical applications. Public resources such as the Gene Ontology (GO) \[[@CR1]\] or the Enzyme Commission (EC) classification system \[[@CR2]\] provide hierarchical classifications of protein function (frequently also referred to as gene function). The CATH database classifies all proteins for which the three-dimensional structure (3D) is experimentally known in a hierarchy \[[@CR3]\]. CATH has also introduced the concept of *superfamilies* linking proteins with similar 3D structures and very different sequences \[[@CR4]\]. The largest known superfamilies are so large that the two hundred largest cover some region in 62% of known proteins \[[@CR5]\]. Given the enormity of the span of these superfamilies, only some members of the same superfamily will function alike. Capturing those that do requires a sub-classification into functional families (called *FunFams*) \[[@CR3]\]. CATH *FunFams* sub-classifies relatives according to similarity in their predicted specificity determining residues. COPS \[[@CR6]\] and SCOP \[[@CR7]\] provide two alternatives for classifying proteins according to their 3D structure, and SUPERFAMILY joins the sequence-based and the structure-based view of linking families. These classifications capture mostly taxonomical rather than functional relations \[[@CR8]\] while using *FunFams* allows the prediction of protein functions as assessed by CAFA \[[@CR9]\].

One problem in assessing functional protein classifications is the following common logical circularity: classifications are based on function annotations for full-length proteins (rather than functional units such as domains) and the reliability of these classifications are measured applying the same type of annotations \[[@CR10]\]. In the assessment of machine-learning, developers spend substantially resources to evade such a circularity through careful cross-validation and, nevertheless, fail all too often \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\]. Since cross-validation is much less common for database annotations \[[@CR14]\], the circularity is even more difficult to avoid. Here, we side-stepped such a vicious circle by using the similarity of binding residues between proteins as a proxy for functional similarity. Functionally similar proteins are expected to share binding residues that facilitate their common functional task, making it possible to infer similarity in overall function from similarity in binding sites. Since the annotation of protein function, e.g. through GO or EC numbers, often precedes the experimental unravelling of molecular details, our molecular proxy effectively removed the circularity thereby providing an independent means of assessing functional classifications. We added another element, namely results from two methods predicting binding residues exclusively through information available from the sequence (dubbed *BindPredict-CCS* and *BindPredict-CC* \[[@CR15]\]). The development of the method neither used GO nor EC numbers, nor CATH nor *FunFams*, instead the most important signal originated from evolutionary couplings \[[@CR16]\]. We hypothesized that if *FunFams* extracted relevant information about function, we would find this in the consistency of predicted binding residues within *FunFams* (more explicitly binding residues would agree more within than between *FunFams*). If true, we expected to be able to leverage the *FunFams* clustering to filter binding residue predictions as exemplified by two methods tested (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Concept of using *FunFam* to filter binding residue predictions. For the example of protein glutathione S-transferase (identifier 1U3I \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\]) binding glutathione. The binding residues were shown on the structure using PyMol \[[@CR19]\]. Correctly predicted binding residues (TP) are shown in darkblue, incorrectly predicted non-binding residues (FN) in lightblue, and incorrectly predicted binding residues (FP) in red. **a** Poor binding prediction: Some prediction method (here *BindPredict-CCS*) might correctly identify only a small fraction of all binding residues (here in red with a precision = recall = F1 = 11%). The method might even incorrectly over-predict more residues as binding (red) and might miss more observed binding residues (lightblue) than it gets right. **b** *FunFam* filter with 1% prediction agreement: Simply filtering the prediction by requiring that at least 1% of all proteins aligned at a particular residue position had the same binding residue prediction (consensus threshold = 0.01). For the example, given, this boosted recall to 67% (precision = 16%, F1 = 26%). **c** *FunFam* filter with 50% prediction agreement: Filtering the prediction by requiring consensus threshold of 0.5 (50% of the residues predicted equally) removed most predicted binding residues without removing the correctly predicted ones (correctly predicted residues shown in darkblue identical in **a** and **c**; precision = 20%, recall = 11%, F1 = 14%)

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Binding residues agree for FunFams, less so for EC {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------

After omitting all proteins without binding residue annotations (not in the PDB), those with conflicting sequence or annotation lengths, those with duplicate entries (each UniProt identifier once in each *FunFam*), and families with single members, 7,172 sequences from 1,856 *FunFams* were left. The average binding residue similarity score for these 1,856 *FunFams* was 36.9 ± 0.6% (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}); on average each family had 3.9 ± 0.1 proteins (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). The average similarity score for randomly constructed sequence families was 5.5 ± 0.2%. Thus, the binding residue similarity within the same *FunFam* was 6.7-fold higher than that between "random families".Table 1Average binding residue similarity for *FunFams* and EC-numbers^a^GroupNumber of familiesNumber of proteinsAverage binding residue similarity (Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})*Same FunFams*1856717236.9 ± 0.6*Same EC numbers*1080578929.9 ± 0.8*Same FunFams, EC-FunFams subset*1103414338.6 ± 0.8*Same EC numbers, EC-FunFams subset*833414334.5 ± 0.9*Same EC, different FunFam*77128939.6 ± 0.4*Same FunFam, different EC*404281727.0 ± 1.0*Same EC, same superfamily*1006444538.0 ± .0.01*Same EC, different superfamily*43511555.22 ± 0.01^a^*Same FunFams*: proteins within same *FunFam*; *Same EC-numbers:* proteins with identical EC number; *EC-FunFams subset:* same subset used for both similarity calculation with FunFams and within EC classes; *Same EC different FunFam:* subset of proteins with identical EC number classified into different *FunFams*; *Same FunFam different EC:* subset of proteins from same *FunFam* with different EC numbers; *Same EC, same superfamily:* proteins with identical EC number grouped into a structural superfamily; *Same EC, different superfamily*: proteins with identical EC number grouped into different superfamilies; *±*: refers to one standard error

To put the *FunFam* results into perspective of other resources, we analyzed three popular resources in the same way, namely PROSITE \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\], Pfam \[[@CR22]\], and EC classes \[[@CR2]\]. Four thousand ninety sequences in our *FunFam* dataset mapped to 588 different PROSITE patterns. The average binding residue similarity for these groups was 25.7 ± 0.8% (compared to 29.5 ± 0.8% similarity within *FunFam*s computed on the same dataset). Three thousand five hundred thirty sequences in our *FunFam* dataset mapped 656 Pfam families which had an average binding residue similarity of 26.2 ± 0.3% (compared to 30.6 ± 0.8% similarity within *FunFams* computed on the same dataset). Both approaches outperformed randomly grouped sequences more than five-fold but performed worse than FunFams (1.2-fold).

For comparison with a specialized functional classification, we also computed binding residue similarity for the EC numbers classification. Our *FunFam* dataset contained 5,789 proteins with 1,080 different EC numbers (all had complete annotations for all four levels of the EC number; the remaining 1,383 proteins were ignored for this investigation). The average binding residue similarity for proteins with the same four-level EC number was 29.9 ± 0.8% (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), a 5.4-fold increase over random. The binding residue similarity was higher for *FunFams* than for EC numbers across all similarity levels (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The average for *FunFams* was 1.2-fold higher (1.1-fold on same dataset) than for EC numbers. The same was true for particular points in the distribution, e.g. for families with 100% binding residue similarity (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}: rightmost values), and those with, e.g. 60% or 50% similarity (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}: light gray vertical lines on right and in middle). Conversely, the fraction of those with binding residue similarity levels close to random (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}: intersection of lines with gray shading on left) were higher for EC than for *FunFams*, except at zero, i.e. no binding residue similarity (*FunFams* 6.95% vs. EC numbers 6.67%).Fig. 2Cumulative binding residue similarities for *FunFam* and EC-number. The x-axis gives the fraction of binding residue annotations (Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) agreeing between all pairs of proteins in the same functional "groups" according to different sources: the fat black line marks the similarity within *FunFams* \[[@CR3]\] and the gray fat line marks the similarity within same EC number \[[@CR2]\]. For comparison the complements are also shown, namely the sub-sets of proteins in the same *FunFam* but with different EC number (dashed dark line) and in different *FunFams* but with the same EC (dashed gray line). All curves give reversely cumulative numbers answering the question: how many protein families had a binding residue annotation similarity (Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) above the similarity threshold shown on the x-axis? The two panels show the absolute count of protein families (**a**) and the fraction of all families (**b**) on the y-axis. For instance, 60% or more of all binding residues (indicated by rightmost vertical gray line; the middle vertical gray line marks the 50%) agreed within 354 *FunFams* (corresponding to 19%) and 145 identical EC numbers (corresponding to 14%). The leftmost vertical gray line marks random binding residue similarity (5.5 ± 0.2%). Contrary to all other groups, proteins grouped by the same EC number and differing *FunFams* (dashed gray line) have similarity scores close to random. The middle vertical gray lines mark the 50 and 60

To use the largest subsets possible, we calculated the similarity within *FunFams* and within EC classes on different subsets. To ensure that performance differences did not largely result from differences in the sub-sets, we re-computed all values for a smaller subset identical to both (4,143 proteins grouped into 1,103 *FunFams* and into 833 EC classes). On this subset, the average binding residue similarity for proteins within the same *FunFam* was 38.6 ± 0.8% that within the same EC class was 34.5 ± 0.9%, i.e. *FunFam* performed 1.1-times better than EC numbers supporting the statistically more relevant results for the larger subsets (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

We also extracted all proteins with identical EC number classified into different *FunFams* (if more than one found, one representative selected randomly). This resulted in 771 groups (each representing one EC number) with 2,893 proteins. These groups had an average binding residue similarity of 9.6 ± 0.4% (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}: gray dashed line). Conversely, we computed the average similarity for proteins in the same *FunFam* but with different EC numbers (if several sequences in a FunFam had the same EC, we picked one at random). This yielded 404 groups (each representing one *FunFam*) with 2,817 proteins; the average binding residue similarity in this group was 26.8 ± 0.1% (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}: dark dashed line). Along a similar line, we found that EC number annotations became more consistent when constrained by the superfamily. The average binding residue similarity for identical EC numbers rose to 38.0 ± 0.01% (1.2-fold improvement) for the subset of proteins with the same EC number and the same superfamily (with 4,445 proteins from 1006 EC numbers: Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Notably, 69% of all EC numbers that occurred in a superfamily grouped into its most frequent *FunFam*. Furthermore, we found that the binding residue similarity of protein pairs with the same EC number but grouped into two different superfamilies dropped to a random level of 5.22 ± 0.01 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The dataset contained 1,155 such proteins from 435 EC numbers.

Binding annotation transfer within FunFams raises precision {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Homology-based inference implies the following transfer: if proteins P1 and P2 are sufficiently sequence similar (e.g. PIDE(P1,P2) \< T), experimental annotations obtained for P1 could be transferred to P2. We applied such a homology-based inference by transferring binding residue annotations from one member of a FunFam to all other members. This resulted in an F1 score of 37.97 ± 0.01% (Precision = 49.03 ± 0.01%, Recall = 47.52 ± 0.01%) and an MCC of 0.36 ± 0.0002. This was further evidence for the high degree of functional similarity within *FunFams*.

Binding residue prediction improved through FunFam filter {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------

The methods *BindPredict-CCS* and *BindPredict-CC* predict binding residues through cumulative coupling scores and clustering coefficients derived from DI scores \[[@CR15]\]. We applied these methods to 470 proteins from 138 *FunFams*. For that set, the prediction with cumulative coupling scores reached an F1-score of 10.5 ± 1% and the prediction with clustering coefficients an F1 = 14.2 ± 1%. Building consensus predictions at consensus thresholds of 0.01 from all predictions for members of a *FunFam* raised the F1-score for cumulative coupling scores to 16.2 ± 0.8% corresponding to a 1.5-fold increase (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). At the same threshold, the corresponding values for precision, recall, and accuracy were 18.3 ± 0.1% (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), 29.8 ± 0.2% (Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and 71.1 ± 0.1% (Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) respectively (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a showing precision and recall). This corresponded to roughly 1.4-fold increase for precision, one-third decrease for recall and a one-tenth decrease for accuracy (data not shown). For predictions based on clustering coefficients, the F1-score increased 1.3-fold to 18.4 ± 1% (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). Precision decreased 0.7-fold to 17.5 ± 1% (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) while recall reached 49.5 ± 1% (Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), a 2.0-fold improvement (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). The accuracy was 55 ± 1% (1.3-fold decrease). The MCC was very low for all predictions. Nevertheless, the consensus prediction still increased the MCC about two-fold (2.1-fold for *BindPredict-CCS* at consensus threshold 0.01; 2.0-fold at 0.1; Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3).Fig. 3Leveraging FunFams to better predict binding residues. The horizontal lines indicate the performance estimates for precision (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) and recall (Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) of *BindPredict-CCS* and *BindPredict-CC* baseline predictions not using *FunFams*. Predictions are refined by constructing consensus predictions for the *FunFams*. The x-axes give different thresholds in terms of what fraction of the *FunFams* members need to have a binding prediction for a particular residue in order to label that residue as binding in the consensus prediction: from at least one (0.01) to all (1.0). Depending on the threshold, both precision and recall significantly increase over the standard prediction method. The two panels illustrate the improvement over two slightly different baseline prediction methods: **a** *BindPredict-CCS* using the cumulative couplings-based input features. In this case precision increases up to 61 ± 4%. Panel **b** shows the performance improvement for *BindPredict-CC* using the clustering coefficient-based input features. For low thresholds, these predictions reach recall up to 50 ± 2%

Varying the consensus threshold at which a binding prediction was included into the consensus, i.e. the number of proteins within a *FunFam* for which the same residue had to be predicted as binding, provided a convenient way for tuning precision and recall. At a consensus threshold of 1.0, precision reached 60.8 ± 0.4% (2.5-fold increase over standard method) for the cumulative couplings method (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a) and 44.0 ± 0.4% (1.9-fold increase over standard method) for clustering coefficient-based predictions (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). At this conservation threshold, about three residues were, on average, predicted in each protein as binding and at least one residue was predicted for 55.2% of the proteins. For comparison: for the clustering coefficients, 10.4 residues were predicted as binding per protein and at least one residue was predicted for 34.4% of the proteins.

Consensus prediction vs. machine learning prediction from bindPredictML17 {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

To compare the consensus predictions with the results of a more sophisticated binding residue prediction method not using information from *FunFams*, we applied *bindPredictML17* \[[@CR23]\] on 114 sequences from the *FunFam* dataset that were also part of the development set of *bindPredictML17*. For these proteins, *bindPredictML17* reached F1 = 25.85 ± 0.01% (precision = 31.40 ± 0.02%, recall = 32.59 ± 0.02%). Applying the *FunFam* filter at a consensus threshold of 0.01 led to F1 = 14.8% for *BindPredict-CC* and F1 = 19.0% for *BindPredict-CCS*. The highest recall of 43.6% was reached for *BindPredict-CC* at a consensus threshold of 0.01, and the highest precision of 50.7% for *BindPredict-CCS* for a threshold of 1.0.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

The significantly higher binding residue similarity within the same *FunFams* than within "random families" strongly supported our hypotheses that protein binding residues proxy protein function, and that *FunFams* succeed in the classification of residue binding sites. However, the average agreement between known binding sites remained below 40%. This might be explained by five challenges. Firstly, there might be problems with *FunFams*. Secondly, too many binding sites might remain unknown. Thirdly, some experimentally annotated binding residues might not be based on cognate ligands. Fourthly, binding sites might shift without substantially affecting function. Fifthly, function might differ more between related proteins than expected. Although only the first of those five possible explanations fell within the scope of this work, we might speculate about an upper limit for the amount of the problem that could be contributed by the other four explanations. To address it, we investigated how well-known residue binding sites would agree for the popular automated resources PROSITE \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\] and Pfam \[[@CR22]\], as well as, for the expert-curated EC numbers classification, considered to be the most precise existing manual curation of protein function for the subset of enzymes.

Protein families as described by PROSITE patterns or Pfam families have a clearly higher similarity in binding residue annotations than randomly grouped sequences showing that they succeed in correctly classifying proteins into families. However, the average binding residue similarity was even higher within the same *FunFam*.

On sequences grouped by their EC number, the substantial increase in binding residue similarity over random demonstrated the fine-grained classification according to catalytic function by the EC number system. Although *FunFam* classifies proteins automatically rather than driven by expert annotations, the average binding residue similarity was higher within the same *FunFam* than for identical EC numbers. Keeping the same EC number and removing the constraint "same *FunFam*" dropped binding residue similarity by about 20 percentage points (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), while *FunFams* were much more robust against the removal of subsets from the same EC number (half the drop by ten percentage points, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). This suggested proteins to have the same EC number only when they originated from the same *FunFam*. The binding site similarity of EC numbers constrained by CATH superfamily had a level similar to *FunFams*, but this did not imply that FunFams "only" add the superfamily classification to EC numbers as revealed by the immense drop for EC without FunFams (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}: dark dashed line). Hence, FunFams appeared to provide a more fine-grained and more consistent classification of protein function than even such a carefully expert-driven system as the EC numbers.

The *FunFam* filter managed to halve the difference in F1-score between simple prediction methods relying on only one feature and a state-of-the-art machine-learning approach. Depending on the consensus thresholds, recall or precision reached or even exceeded this approach. However, only the machine-learning approach stroke a good balance between recall and precision, therefore still outperforming the consensus prediction. This suggested that combining the consensus prediction with a more sophisticated binding residue prediction method might yield further improvements from the *FunFams* filter. We expect this expectation to be limited by the accuracy of the prediction method. In this analysis, we have focused exclusively on predictions available for all proteins of know sequences even for those that do not map to *FunFams*. Methods based on 3D structure are known to perform much better predictions, and only those can actually aspire to predict binding sites rather than binding residues \[[@CR24]--[@CR28]\].

Binding residue predictions were significantly improved using our *FunFam* filter. Besides an increase in F1-score, high consensus thresholds yielded high precision. This suggested that all proteins within a *FunFam* share some binding residues. These might be the key residues most important to maintain function and they can be identified by applying this consensus prediction (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). Lowering the consensus threshold increased recall. This might help to identify unknown binding residues that might be experimentally annotated in only a few *FunFam* members but might remain to be discovered in others (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). Overall, the fact that predictions agreed within *FunFams* constituted another, independent way to shine light on the degree to which the sub-classification of CATH super-families through *FunFam* succeeded in automatically classifying functional families. *FunFams* clearly encode functional information in the form of shared binding residues. This information was, indeed, so consistent that, e.g. binding residue predictions were improved by tapping directly into this information.

In our analysis, we focused on a few measures for the agreement of binding residue annotations and the gain in prediction performance in order to reduce the complexity of the results. As additional measures, we also applied MCC (Matthew correlation coefficient), Accuracy (or Q2, i.e. percentage of residues correctly predicted/identically annotated in either of the two states binding/non-binding), along with values for different thresholds. None of those measures changed our findings in any relevant relative way (values nominally changed but not in terms of their relative differences). We did not assess scores summarizing the entire distribution of measures such as the ROC curve or the AUC, because we can only calculate those for the baseline predictions from *BindPredict-CCS* and *BindPredict-CC* but not for the consensus prediction. The consensus prediction only provides binary labels (binding/non-binding) and lacks probabilities or prediction scores needed to compute a ROC curve. Furthermore, ROC curves using the consensus cut-off as threshold are not meaningful since this cut-off does not control the prediction outcome directly and a maximal cut-off of 1.0 does not necessarily yield false/true positive rates of 1.

The highest level of improvement in prediction performance through *FunFams* was about 0.6 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a: top right level of dark line marking precision). We might speculate that this suggested an upper limit for the problem of all the above five challenges (missing annotations, non-cognate ligands, shifts in binding sites neutral with respect to function and changes of function between related proteins): at most those issues matter for 40% of all binding residues, i.e. the glass is already more than half full.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

*FunFams* derived from CATH super-families aim at grouping functionally related proteins. Here, we showed that known binding residues are over six times (6.7) more consistent (Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) between sequences of the same *FunFam* than between sequences of different *FunFams*. *FunFams* automatically classify all proteins, nevertheless, they covered binding residue similarity about 20% better (1.2-fold increase, 1.1-fold on same dataset) than the expert curated EC numbers (Enzyme Classification) identical on all four digits for the particular classification of enzymes and about 20% (1.2-fold increase) better than PROSITE patterns or Pfam families. On top, the high similarity of binding residues for proteins with the same EC number mostly originated from the same *FunFam*. These results clearly demonstrated *FunFams* to capture functional information at the residue level with a degree of detail not matched by the EC numbers. This information was so helpful that it directly improved binding residue prediction based on evolutionary couplings (*BindPredict-CCS, BindPredict-CC*). A simple consensus prediction over many *FunFam* members yielded a substantially (30--50%) improved F1 score of 0.184 ± 0.009. Tuning the consensus threshold adjusted the precision/recall: for the highest possible threshold (1.0, meaning all members of the *FunFam* have to have that particular residue predicted as binding) precision reached as high as 60% (60.8 ± 0.4%). At this threshold, at least one binding residue was predicted for every other protein (55%). The major power of this simple analysis might lie in its generality: there was no reason why not any prediction method will improve by implementing the same filtering step.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

Data set {#Sec10}
--------

The *FunFam* dataset is available online through the CATH database \[[@CR3], [@CR29]\]. Protein domain sequences from the same CATH superfamily are sub-classified into different *FunFams* by first performing profile-profile based comparisons between clusters of closely related sequences and applying an iterative, agglomerative clustering protocol to progressively merge clusters having profile-profile scores above a threshold. This creates a tree of putative functional relationships between clusters which is then cut by identifying differences in conserved specificity determining residues, and other likely 'functional determinants', between clusters. FunFams have been demonstrated to be much more structurally and functionally coherent than CATH superfamilies \[[@CR3]\]. The *FunFam* dataset used here consisted of 1,267,077 protein domain sequences from 14,928 *FunFams*. Since *FunFams* are based on domains, there can be multiple *FunFam* assignments for the same protein. Binding site annotations were available for 7,172 proteins from 1,856 *FunFams*.

Binding residue annotations {#Sec11}
---------------------------

Binding residue annotations for sequences were obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB; information taken from SITE records including the description "binding site") \[[@CR17]\]. PDB structures were mapped to UniProt sequences through SIFT \[[@CR30]\]. Note: we only used labels for individual binding residues without attempting to group this 1D information into 3D binding sites.

PROSITE {#Sec12}
-------

PROSITE \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\] is a database of biologically meaningful patterns. These patterns are derived from multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) of related sequences even when the relationship is too distant to be identified solely by pairwise sequence comparisons. PROSITE patterns typically span 10--20 residues that are assumed to be important for the function of all proteins containing this pattern \[[@CR21]\].

Pfam families {#Sec13}
-------------

Pfam \[[@CR22]\] is a hidden Markov model profile base database of protein families. It provides multiple sequence alignments of protein sequences and classifies entries into the types *family, domain, motif, repeat, coiled coil* or *disordered*. Pfam strives for high quality and completeness using a highly automated procedure \[[@CR31]\].

EC numbers {#Sec14}
----------

EC numbers classify enzymes through a four-level hierarchy \[[@CR2]\]. For example, enzymes classified as EC: 1.1.1.- are oxidoreductases (first level), acting on the CH-OH group of electron donors (second level), with NAD+ or NADP+ as an electron acceptor (third level). EC numbers might constitute the most reliable annotation of protein function despite some limits \[[@CR32]\].

Binding residue similarity {#Sec15}
--------------------------

Binding residue annotations were compared between proteins through a simple similarity measure (Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), namely the sum over all binding residues annotated between two aligned sequences normalized by the maximum number of binding residues in one of the two.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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X and Y are vectors containing the indices of binding residues mapped to an alignment of the corresponding sequences. This measure was generalized to comparisons of M proteins (*M* \> 2) by averaging over all *M\*(M-1)/2* pairwise similarities.

Random binding residue similarity {#Sec16}
---------------------------------

The random similarity score was constructed as the average similarity score of randomly chosen sequences grouped into "random families". Size and number of the "random families" was chosen to mimic the structure of the *FunFam* dataset. ClustalW aligned these randomly selected sequences \[[@CR33]\] providing the MSA to compute the *random binding residue similarity*.

Homology-based inference within one *FunFam* {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------------

To assess the similarity of binding residue annotations within *FunFams* we adopted a simple approach toward homology-based inference: The binding residue annotation of one *FunFam* member P1 was transferred to all other members and evaluated in comparison to the original annotation of P1. This was done in an iterative procedure such that ultimately the annotation was transferred and evaluated for each member for which it was available.

Binding residue prediction {#Sec18}
--------------------------

In this work, we focus on two basic methods derived from *bindPredictML17* \[[@CR23]\]: *BindPredict-CCS* and *BindPredict-CC*, which are based on cumulative coupling scores (CCS) and clustering coefficients (CC) computed from evolutionary couplings \[[@CR15], [@CR23]\]. The evolutionary couplings were obtained by applying three publicly available tools, namely EVcouplings \[[@CR34]\] using *jackhmmer* \[[@CR35]\] to build families and *Freecontact* \[[@CR36]\] to infer DI (Direct Information) scores through mean-field direct coupling analysis (more details published elsewhere \[[@CR15], [@CR23]\]) from these MSAs.

Consensus prediction {#Sec19}
--------------------

The consensus prediction for a *FunFam* was built by combining the predicted labels (binding/non-binding) of residues from all sequences in the *FunFam* such that there was a prediction for each column in the MSA. A column in the MSA was predicted as binding if the fraction of sequences for which that residue was predicted as binding exceeded a *consensus threshold*. The consensus can be chosen variable to optimize precision, recall, or F1 score depending on the application. The higher the threshold, the fewer residues were predicted as binding. For instance, a consensus threshold of 0.3 for a particular residue implied that 30% of all proteins aligning at that residue position (i.e. those without insertions or deletions at that position) predicted this residue as binding.

Performance measures {#Sec20}
--------------------

For simplicity, we used only the following standard measures to measure the success of the consensus prediction. With the standard labels TP (true positives: correctly predicted binding residues), TN (true negatives: correctly predicted as non-binding), FP (false positives: predicted as binding not observed experimentally; note that many of these constitute missing annotations, i.e. will turn into TP with greater experimental coverage), and FN (false negatives: predicted as non-binding, observed experimentally to bind). We used:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All results were stated with their corresponding standard error. The standard error was calculated as standard deviation divided by the square root of *n-1. n* is the number of proteins and the standard deviation is obtained from the distribution of performances per protein.
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1D

:   One-dimensional -- information representable in a string such as "binding residues"

3D structure

:   Three-dimensional coordinates of protein structure

CATH

:   Class Architecture Topology Homology

CC

:   Clustering coefficients

CCS

:   Cumulative coupling scores

EC

:   Enzyme Commission (number capturing the hierarchy of enzyme function)

FunFam

:   Functional protein family

GO

:   Gene Ontology (functional annotation of proteins)

MSA

:   Multiple sequence alignment

PDB

:   Protein Data Bank
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